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Three dimensions of complexity

• Product attributes

• Perceived situation

• Her interpretation



Product

• Homogenous products, like fruit, wine, coffee

and perfume

• Heterogeneous products like a meal



Situation
• Product – person interaction

• Individual variation

• Group factors

• Societal elements



Interpretation

• Perceived meal complexity

• From unpublished work by

Rich Bell and Øydis Ueland



Main focus for this presentation

• Product and product person interaction

• And a bit of speculation



Underlying all is statistical modelling

• Multi-multi dimensional modelling

Sensory data
Preference data

Attitude data
Image data



Illustration through examples

• Product person interaction

• Fruit

• Perfume

• Wine

• Coffee

• Defining the underlying dimension



First a bit of philosophy



How descriptors of attributes also reflect perspectives 

of the individual and biology



The colour of our eyes is inherited

This is a manifestation of genes

A reflection of biology

A sensory profile is the same





Plato: Perception is seeing a projection of reality



The cave allegory from Plato



Sir Francis Bacon

• One of the first science philosophers:

• The seeking of Form is the most noble

• Sense modalities



Aristotele

• The soul never thinks without an image



Genes

SensesPsychology



• Mirroring of representation in one domain into another

(mimesis)



First, product interpretation:

• 12 attributes evaluated by 12 trained assessors



Trained panel





Reflection of biology



Descriptive terminology

• Reflecting biology

• And the adaptation our senses have gone through during 

evolution

• The window of perception is adapted to what we need to 

know



Citric acid
          Lactic acid

          Acetic acid

                 HCl

-100  0 100

Palatability & toxicity highly correlated

Taste: adaptive mechanism mediated by palatability

♦ promotes nutrient intake & toxin avoidance

Scott & Mark (1987): dimension representing relative similarities

among tastants in activity profiles of NST taste cells correlates

0.85 with stimulus toxicity (LD50) 

Sweet Sour Salty Bitter

Low toxicity  High toxicity

NaCl, Quinine
Nicotine, Caffeine
Brucine, CaCl2, MgCl2
Strychnine, KCl

Sucrose
  Fructose
         Glucose









Descriptive words and emotions

• Very few words are purely descriptive

• Some words are mostly emotional

• Most words are somewhere in-between

Sugar



But do we agree on definitions?







Now perfume

• 15 commercial samples

• 9 trained assessors

• Descriptive and complex 

attributes

• No previous exp in perfume

• No definition of complex

Just to illustrate the approach
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What about other complex words?

• Ripe – unripe

• Heavy – light

• Adult – young

• Feminine – masculine

• Mature

• Warm

• Romantic, sensual, sporty, aggressive, complex, expensive

• Safe



Sweet 

Spicy, tobacco

Mature fruit

Candy

Wood

Fruity green

Tropical fruit

Flowery

Animal
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Spicy, tobacco

Mature fruit

Candy

Wood

Fruity green

Tropical fruit

Flowery

Animal



Then wine

• 9 trained assessors

• 10  red wines

• 8 descriptive significant attributes

• 6 complex words: Elegant, body, harmonious, complex, 

mature, fullness



Bitter

Astringent

Chemical

Spicy

Fullness

Sweet

Fruity 

Acidic 
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Now coffee

• Same small panel of 11, with 10 samples and 18 descriptors

• Complex words: Mature, aggressive, complex, elegant, 

exotic, body, intensity, feminine and masculine 
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Tobacco, aftertaste

Soil
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What does it say about us, the way we use complex 

words?

• First PCA dimension in profiling of fruits, vegetables and 

derivatives is often a reflection of the degree of ripeness

• It also correlates well with the perceived toxicity scale for 

basic tastes

• It may have been important for biology to distinguish 

between ripe and unripe ): safe versus unsafe

Bitter       Sour           Salt               Sweet

Unsafe Safe



If so….. 

• Words of a complex nature (values imbedded) will reflect 

perspectives of this dimension ): that is be correlated to the 

dimension

• And individuals will group according to how important this 

dimension is to them

• And this will be a fairly stable measure



This makes descriptive words a reflection of the

psychological dimensions of biology



This approach of using complex words and individual 

responses may be expanded easily to meals and 

usage



Opportunities lie in the understanding of:

• Sensory differences

• Number of ingredients, easy or difficult to get

• Number of courses

• Presentation: visual, color

• Preparation: Expert versus novice and familiarity

• Context: Alone, together, special occasion

• Eating: Digestion, easy to manage, easy to chew, time

From Bell and Ueland



Sensory analysis into new dimensions

• Example from systems biology

• Using the same philosophy to illicit underlying meaning and 

structure



From cells to tissue
• Future: Stem cells cultivated into different tissues, even 

muscle “meat”. High potential, but difficult to control, 

biologically

• Even the models of cell differentiation difficult to control, 

mathematically

• Sensory evaluation of mathematical solutions: 

understanding model behaviour!

• Future: Evaluate images of cell tissue, for better control of 

tissue cultures?





Understanding texture formation is a major 

challenge for future foods




